Financial Times ranks EDHEC Executive Education
among the Top 10 worldwide
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Paris, 23 May 2022 – EDHEC Business School’s executive education offers rank among the Top 10 globally
according to the 2022 Financial Times Executive Education custom and open programme rankings
published today.
EDHEC gained an impressive seven places since the Financial Times’ 2020 executive education edition1 to
clinch the number 10 spot in combined global rankings, which include:



The Customised ranking (courses tailored to individual organisations):
o 6th worldwide overall (+2 places since 2020)
The Open-enrolment ranking (inter-organisation courses for leaders and managers):
o 15th worldwide (+24 places since 2020)

In both categories, EDHEC earned high ratings for “client support and follow-up,” a reflection of the
school’s commitment to transforming client organisations with programmes designed to develop agile
leaders and improve business operations. The school was also recognised for excelling in providing
personalised support to participants, and for providing them with cutting-edge “new skills and learning.”
EDHEC offers an extensive portfolio of executive education certificates, diplomas and customised
programmes, which are delivered in person on EDHEC campuses and online.
The ranking results testify to the excellence of EDHEC’s executive education programmes, its ability to
personalise the learning experience, and its outstanding client satisfaction. EDHEC received a score of
9.76/10 to place 4th in participant satisfaction for the open-enrolment rankings.
“Our continued projection upward in FT rankings is a recognition of the quality and relevance of the open,
custom and degree programmes we offer to managers and leaders. We are constantly evolving our
executive programmes to meet business needs, particularly in areas such as Corporate Social Responsibility
and new technologies, which are currently at the heart of our clients’ transformational challenges,” says
Stéphane Canonne, Associate Dean for Executive Education & MBAs at EDHEC Business School.
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The Financial Times Executive Education rankings were not published in 2021 due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

About EDHEC
EDHEC is an international business school with more than 110 nationalities represented on campuses in
Lille, Nice, Paris and Singapore. With 50,000 alumni in 130 countries and learning partnerships with 290
institutions worldwide, EDHEC educates the leaders of tomorrow: men and women who are determined
to solve the most pressing economic, social, technological, and environmental challenges of our time.
The School has developed a unique model founded on research of real practical use to society, companies
and students. EDHEC is a centre of excellence, innovation, experience and diversity, focused on impacting
future generations in a fast-transforming world. The School exists to make a positive impact on the world.
EDHEC by the numbers:
- 8,600 students in undergraduate and graduate 175 professors and researchers, 11 research centres
- 5 campuses and a digital platform devoted to 100%-online certificate and degree programmes: EDHEC
Online
- 2021: Grand opening of the Jean Arnault Campus in Roubaix—a joint-venture between LVMH, EDHEC,
and the Institut des Vocations pour l’Emploi (LIVE) — that is dedicated to entrepreneurship, innovation,
and inclusion. EDHEC is a major partner of Station F in Paris, the world’s largest campus for start-up
creation and innovation.
- 23 undergraduate and graduate programmes: Bachelors (BBA and BSc), Masters in Management,
Masters of Science (MSc), MBA (Full-time and Executive MBA), PhD (Finance)
- A multitude of continuing education options for managers, business leaders and entrepreneurs offered
through EDHEC Executive Education (certificates and degree programmes)

